Per Division Memorandum No. 142, S. 2020 dated July 15, 2020, re: CY 2020 Division Monitoring, Evaluation and Adjustment (DMEA) in SDO Catanduanes

TO: Assistant Schools Division Superintendent
Chiefs, CID and SGOD
EPS, CID and SGOD
Public Schools District Supervisors
SDO Unit/Sections Heads
Public Elementary and Secondary School Heads
All Others concerned

Pursuant to Division Memorandum No. 142, s. 2020 dated July 15, 2020, this Office reminds everyone to comply with the submission of required data or report for DMEA CY 2020 January-March (Quarter 1) and April-June (Quarter 2). The following reports should be submitted to the PSDS (for school reports) and respective SDO Functional Divisions (FDs) and Section or Unit Heads for consolidation and be submitted to SGOD-SMME c/o Sarah S. Chiong through email address sarah.chiong@deped.gov.ph not later than July 24, 2020.

For SDO-Functional Divisions, Units, Sections
1. DMEA matrices provided by the SMME section in previous DMEA conferences (Matrix 01- summary should be filled-up).

For Schools- Enclosure Nos. 2,3,4,5

For more information, all concerned may contact the SGOD-SMME section c/o Sarah S. Chiong at mobile no. 09215650921 or at email add sarah.chiong@deped.gov.ph.

For immediate dissemination and compliance of all concerned.

[Signature]
Schools Division Superintendent